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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a three-stage game-theoretic model to study air-rail competition in
intercity passenger corridors. We consider duopolistic markets, in which a rail agency
competes against an airline to maximize their respective objectives. The objective of the
rail agency can be maximizing profit or social welfare, or a mix of the two. At the top stage,
the rail agency first determines the train technology, which presents its most strategic
decision. Then the rail agency and the airline compete sequentially on frequency and fare.
We find that, from the operational standpoint, high speed rail (HSR) is always the best
technology choice, conditional on availability of high speed infrastructure. This is invariant
to the objective of the rail agency. The rail agency focusing more on social welfare will
benefit passengers through reduced fare and greater frequency. Rail will also gain more
demand and a higher market share. Improving rail stations access is found to have sig-
nificant impact on rail market share. The impact of rail access time on the rail agency's
objective diminishes with corridor distance.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Rail transport is gaining growing importance in the US intercity transportation system. Since 1997, Amtrak, the primary US
passenger rail carrier, has experienced 55% ridership increase, faster than aviation and other major transportation modes
(Brookings, 2013). The flourishing of intercity passenger rail in the US is accompanied by the development of High Speed Rail
(HSR) and Higher Speed Rail (HrSR) lines, to which the Congress assigned eight billion dollars for construction as a part of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act in 2009. However, this unprecedented rail investment is still in great shortage
compared to the amount requested by states and Amtrak to develop faster train services. To date, 39 states, the District of
Columbia, and Amtrak have submitted applications to the Federal Railroad Administration requesting more than $75 billion
for HSR and HrSR projects and corridors in every region of the country. It is expected that, in the foreseeable future, the
coexistence of three train technologies, i.e., conventional Amtrak, HrSR, and HSR, will feature the US intercity passenger rail
system.

Compared to conventional Amtrak trains, most of which can go no faster than 79 mph as stipulated by federal regulations
(US Government Printing Office, 2014) due to the lack of automatic cab signal, train stop, or train control system onboard, HSR
and HrSR technologies can allow trains to operate at much higher speeds. A universal definition of HSR and HrSR does not
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exist, however. According to Peterman et al. (2012), a major distinction between HSR and HrSR is that HSR uses dedicated,
electrified rail lines, with speed over 150mph and up to 220mph; whereas HrSR trains often run on shared tracks with freight
trains, at a lower speed up to 150 mph. A prominent example of HrSR in the US is the Chicago-St. Louis line on which diesel
powered passenger trains are designed to operate at a top speed of 110 mph. Besides speed, cost differences also exist for
trains with different technologies. It is important to understand the impact on intercity travel of rail services using those
technologies.

Train technology determines train operating speed, which further relates to line-haul trip time of rail travelers. In the US,
rail faces major competition from commercial aviation. Although the operating speed of rail is lower than air transport even
with the HSR technology, rail can gain its advantage in total travel time by providing convenient access to train stations. Train
stations in the US are mostly located in downtown areas. In contrast, many airports are far away from city centers, resulting in
additional travel time to the departure airport, checking in, going through security, and leaving the arrival airport for the final
destination. On the other hand, unlike European or Asian cities, US cities are generally more dispersed, which suggests longer
average access to rail stations. In intercity passenger rail planning, especially HSR/HrSR line development, choice of train
technologies and convenience of rail station access can critically affect the competitiveness of rail in the intercity travel
market.

Successful intercity passenger rail service may also depend on the ownership nature of the rail agency. Since its creation in
1970, Amtrak has been operated andmanaged as a for-profit federal government corporation, which suggests Amtrak's mixed
objective of maximizing profit and social welfare. Although the exact ownership and operational forms of future HSR and
HrSR lines in the US are yet to be determined, HSR operators in many other parts of the world are often not just profit seeking
but care about social welfare, especially given the considerable public investment involved (Yang and Zhang, 2012). Yet, how
private and public objectives affect the attractiveness of rail, especially its competitiveness against air transport services,
remains a topic that is not thoroughly examined.

This paper contributes to the literature by developing a three-stage game-theoretic model to characterize air-rail
competition in intercity transportation. The research offers new insights into the roles played by the objectives of the rail
agency, train technology choice, and rail station access. We focus on intercity corridors with one rail agency and one airline.
While this situation is very common for rail, the presence of a single airline best represents corridors that connect between a
city which is an airline's hub and a spoke city. Examples of such corridors in the US are Denver, Colorado (United Airline's hub)
to Albuquerque, NewMexico; Minneapolis, Minnesota (Delta Airline's hub) to Madison, Wisconsin; and Phoenix, Arizona (US
Airways' hub) to Las Vegas, Nevada. These corridors are all included in the US National Rail Plan (FRA, 2009). At the top stage
of the game, we investigate the best choice of train technology (conventional/Amtrak, HrSR, HSR) characterized by different
operating speeds. For aircraft, there is very limited room to change speed. Then, best service frequency and fare levels are
determined for each mode at the middle and bottom stages. The decisions on train speed, service frequency, and fare are
investigated under a range of scenarios that vary by travel distance, the objective of the rail agency, and train station access.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a review of existing literature on air-rail competition is
conducted. We synthesize the major approaches and identify the research gaps in previous studies, based on which our
contributions are highlighted. Section 3 presents the three-stage game-theoretic model. Section 4 is dedicated to numerical
analysis. There we analyze equilibrium fare, service frequency, and train technology choices under a range of scenarios with
different market distances, rail operating objectives, and rail station access. Summary of key findings and their interpretations
are offered in Section 5.

2. Literature review and research contributions

Existing studies addressing air-rail competition can be largely grouped into two categories: 1) random utility based
models which intend to capture mode choice behavior of travelers; and 2) game-theoretic models that characterize the
dynamics between travelers and transportation service providers, as well as interactions among different transportation
service providers.

Amongmany studies in the first group, Yao and Morikawa (2005) develop an integrated intercity travel demandmodeling
system to investigate the effect on mode share of changes in transportation service levels. An accessibility measure is defined
to capture short-term induced travel demand. Using data collected from a stated preference survey, Park and Ha (2006)
evaluate the impacts on domestic aviation demand of the first HSR service in Korea and conclude that travelers are more
likely to choose HSR than air in domestic travel. The authors findmuch greater fare elasticity than frequency elasticity. Fu et al.
(2014) use aggregate OD market data to estimate the impact on air-rail competition in the Tokyo-Osaka corridor by intro-
ducing a super HSR service. A Nested Logit model taking into account the “outside option” is estimated. However, this could
be a potential weakness, as doing so may not be able to explicitly capture the introduction of new modes. The authors find
that Japanese consumers do not consider air and rail services as close substitutes, and they are more sensitive to travel time
and frequency than ticket price. The new HSR service will force airlines out of the market while inducing substantial new rail
passenger demand. A different view is obtained by Roman et al. (2007) on the competitiveness of air and HSR for the Madrid-
Barcelona market. Even with degraded air service qualities, such as increasing air transport waiting, access, and flight delay,
the market share of HSR would still be under 35%. Different from the previous studies that consider service frequency as one
service attribute, Cascetta and Coppola (2012) develop a schedule-based model for intercity travel in Italy, which assigns
travelers to individual trains, thus allowing for forecast of seat occupancy on an individual train basis for each station-to-
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